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Ten months
to shape the
future

Tides of change create great possibilities
The gates are officially open to a new hub
50 years in business and ready for the future

scalogistics.se
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The Christmas season is approaching
and 2016 is coming to an end. It was an
exciting and busy year for us at SCA
Logistics, with unusually many changes
of which several were structural.
Regarding our marine services with new
loops and in some cases new terminals and
ports, we can truly and literally claim that
we have embarked on New Ways this year.
The background was that we had many
long-term agreements coming to an end in
2016 and 2017. At the same time, we
experienced structural changes in the forest
industry with a reduction in printing paper
and fine paper and an increase in
containerboard, paperboard and pulp.
Within the shipping industry, intermodal
transportation has gradually increased its
market share, changing patterns and the
demand for capacity in other segments.

Time to improve performance
After the restructuring, we now have a
situation with a capacity more in line with
the current and expected future volume
development. This is very important for us
to be competitive in a market that, still 8
years after the financial crisis, is living with
fierce competition and overcapacity in most
transport segments, not least in the
container, bulk and port segments.
Times are challenging in transportation
and logistics, but difficult times also hold
opportunities to search for new ways.
A time to improve performance!
Consolidation is increasing its pace
Looking at development in the deep
sea container business, we see that
consolidation is increasing its pace, with
the recent Hanjin exit, Japanese lines
joining forces, CMA CGM acquiring APL,
information that Maersk intends to buy
Hamburg Süd, Chinese lines joining forces,
new alliances, Hapag-Lloyds aquisition of
UASC, etc. A year ago we had around 18
global carriers, next summer it may only
be around 9 operators left.
On the breakbulk side, we can see similar
development in the open hatch segment,
which handles much of the global bale pulp
transportation. Last year Westfal-Larsen
and Saga merged into SagaWelco to form

a stronger unit. Now we have just received
the news that Grieg Star and Gearbulk have
announced their intention to enter a joint
venture, creating the largest player in the
market, and suddenly the four major
players are down to two.
The small bulk sector in North Europe
is showing a similar development. Of the
13-14 players we worked with 10 years
ago, only 6 remain.
Looking forward to at bright future
When, in 2007, we looked at the
fantastically bright future prospects, it was
difficult to believe that 50% of the players
would disappear in the coming decade.
Now, eight years after the crisis, when
we have endured a long period of low
growth and dull prospects, it may be
equally difficult to believe that the world
will return to high economic growth again.
But I am confident that the coming decade
will be very exciting. After winter comes
spring!
Finally, I would like to end this column
by thanking all our valuable customers
for your continued support! Without you,
we are nothing. I also want to thank all our
business partners who have invested in our
new distribution concept. Last but not least,
I want to thank all our employees for the
hard work you have put in to make sure
that we remain the preferred supplier in
our segment.
I wish you all a happy, relaxing
holiday season.

Magnus Svensson,
President SCA Sourcing and Logistics
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Organizing forwarding
for increased service level
SCA Logistics is coordinating responsibility for associated terminals and land forwarding in a
new organisation based in Tunadal and led by Urban Häggkvist. The objective is to optimise all
transportation flows, increase our service and achieve positive synergies.
Responsibility for forwarding services was
previously spread over different units at
SCA Logistics and associated terminals in
Vaasa, Skövde, Helsingborg, Malmö,

“This will give us positive
synergy effects”.
Oxelösund, Milan, Vienna and Lisbon,
among other locations. The coordination
is part of the company’s efforts to
optimise the future handling of all
transportation flows.

Exploits the synergies between
different transportation flows.
The new forwarding services organisation
will come into operation on 1st December
2016 and will be based in Sundsvall and
will be led by Urban Häggkvist, who was
preciously responsible for SCA Logistics’
terminal in Sundsvall.
“We’ll be collaborating closely with
the forwarding office for our sea-borne
transportation and to realize positive
synergy effects. We’ll also be taking
a greater unified approach in our
annual transport procurements,”
Urban Häggkvist says.

The new organisation will be led by
Urban Häggkvist.

Road Tender will rationalise
On 15 December, SCA Logistics will open its large tender procurement of land transport services
in Europe. Road Tender will rationalise the process so as to find the right carriers and make it
possible to exploit imbalances in transport flows in an efficient way.
The tender will be sent out via the IT
platform Transporeon, the aim being
to produce a high-quality selection of
carriers for our different destinations in
Europe.
“This will enable us to keep transport
costs down because it will be easier for
us to find the carriers that take return
freight and which have their primary

flows to one of the cities in Europe where
our terminals are located,” says Rolf
Johannesson, Executive Vice President
of SCA Logistics.
Better check on the transport
flows on the market
The procurement will be under way from
December ¬– February, and after that the

agreements will be signed and come
into force on 1 April.
“Carriers will submit their tenders via
the platform and they can then follow
the progress of their tender. We will
gather all information and also book
transports here which will rationalise
our administration considerably,”
concludes Rolf Johannesson.
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SCA Logistics Sundsvall has invested in new reach stackers to increase
productivity, reduce fuel consumption and lower carbon foot print.

Text: Jennie Zetterkvist. Photo: Kalmar Sverige.

Tides of
change create
great possibilities
New reach stackers
strengthen Sundsvall’s
services
With its new, powerful crane, new stuffing stations and larger container areas, SCA Logistics Sundsvall
has prepared itself for increased containerization. New reach stackers that both offer state-of-the-art
technology and reinforce the terminal’s environmental profile are now also in place.
SCA Logistics Sundsvall has worked
intensively all year to increase container
capacity at the terminal. The new
stackers, made by Kalmar, strengthen the
terminals’ container services still further.
“The technology, called Kalmar K
Motion, is the most modern in the
industry and measurements at other
users’ sites indicate reductions in fuel
consumption approaching 40%.

”Our new reach stackers will increase efficiency
and reduce environmental impact”.
So our new reach stackers will increase
out efficiency at the same time as they
considerably reduce our environmental
impact,” says Urban Häggkvist,

Terminal Manager in Sundsvall.
The trucks also improve the work
environment, among other things
through their flexible control system.

Focus on transformation during the eleventh
edition of Baltic Shipping Days.
This year’s programme was permeated by a
strong belief in the future of global trading.
The focus was on predicting geopolitical
factors, transforming trading patterns,

product structures and transportation
modes that will take place in the market
in the coming years. Because times are
changing, and as former prime minister of

Sweden Fredrik Reinfeldt said in his speech:
“The opportunities are great, but
everything depends on our daring to adapt
to change.”

Text: JLinn Madsen. Photo: Linda Snell.
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HELIOS, THE BRIGHTEST STAR

“It’s fantastic to have the opportunity to work
with Sweden’s most interesting industrial
project.“ ”Helios is a learning process for all
of us.“ ”We learn useful lessons every day
and laugh a lot, which keeps stress down,”
says Project Manager Ingela Ekebro.

A look inside Sweden’s
biggest industrial project
2018 will see the great start-up for Helios, the multi-billion investment that will double SCA Östrand’s
production capacity. Ingela Ekebro is Project Manager for Sweden’s biggest industrial project, which she
presented at Baltic Shipping Days.
“We see increased demand for pulp and we’re aiming to achieve world-class competitiveness,” she says.
SCA Östrand is investing SEK 7.8 billion
to be able to double its production
capacity to 900,000 tonnes of bleached
kraft pulp a year. Ingela Ekebro was
appointed Production Director at SCA
Östrand in 2004 and Pulp Division

Manager in 2008. The expansion has
been part of the plan the whole time.
“We’ve had the drawing in the drawers
of our desks for ten years and we’ve
been seeking the step-wise expansion to
be ready when the time was right. But I

would never have imagined that I would
be involved in doing what we’re doing
at the moment. It’s absolutely incredible
to be part of realising Sweden’s most
interesting industrial project and moreover
on my home turf,” she continues.

Helios is the name of the sun God in Greek
mythology. And just as the sun is the
strongest source of light in our solar system,
SCA Östrand aims to be the brightest star in
the pulp sky. The project name Helios also

matches SCA Östrand’s different product
names that are also connected to the sky:
Celeste (sulphate pulp), Star (CTMP) and
Cirrus (green by-products: electricity,
district heating, pine oil and turpentine).

Strengthens the company’s
environmental profile
In a paper market undergoing change,
SCA Östrand sees a continued increase
in demand for pulp, mainly due to the
growing use of tissue around the world.
But also due to growing internet commerce
that is driving an increase in volumes of
packaging. The highest growth can be seen
in Asia, Latin America and eastern Europe.
The plant’s location close to the right
forest resources and in sufficient quantities
and with the right infrastructure means
that the future looks bright. Project Helios
will also enhance SCA Östrand’s already
strong environmental profile by further
decreasing emissions per tonne, reducing
energy consumption and an increase in net
surplus of produced electricity of 275%.

even during Baltic Shipping Days.
“The answer is most definitely yes!
Otherwise I wouldn’t be the right person for
the job. I have the fullest confidence in the
people I work with and with the right team
around me I can sleep soundly,” she says.
“What’s more, we can’t run this
marathon without resting. We also
want to have the world’s best project
start and for that we have to last the
full distance and then be better than
ever when we’re up and running.”

A gigantic jigsaw puzzle for adults
The Helios project team consists of
120 people, and at most up to some
2,000 people will be involved in the
work at the same time, at the same time
as normal production continues. The
internal logistics are a great challenge.
“We’ve called it a jigsaw puzzle for adults
and there are probably at least 100,000
pieces in the box,” Ingela Ekebro says.
“It might look impossible but we work
to a structure where we have divided
the table-top into different areas of
responsibility. Once a week we have a
coordination meeting where every project
reports its progress and an incredible
amount can happen in a week. Immediately
after that we have a project meeting.”
A multi-billion project that demands
meticulous planning and logistics that
function perfectly day in and day out
could be a cause of much anxiety. So
the question of whether Ingela Ekebro
sleeps well at nights often comes up,

Openness increases interest
SCA Östrand has made a conscious choice
to be extremely open with information
about Helios and work more outwardly
than in earlier projects. For this reason,
Ingela Ekebro meets with many interested
groups of people in various places.
“It’s easy to get swallowed up by a
project and as it were be enclosed inside
it. Now we think the other way round
because we want to maintain a positive
view of us as a company. We want to
explain all the good things we’re doing
to minimise our environmental impact
and earn our place in society,” she says.
Follows the logistics solutions
of the future
Baltic Shipping Days with a focus on the
logistics solutions of the future was a
given arena for SCA Östrand and Project
Helios to accept an invitation to when
the team was approached by co-organiser
and logistics partner SCA Logistics.
“After all, logistics is one of the most
vital aspects of our efficiency and we work
continuously with optimisation.
The system we choose today does not need
to be the cheapest and the best tomorrow,
so it’s very important that we stay abreast
of future changes,” Ingela Ekebro says.

DOUBLED CAPACITY
The SEK 7.8-billion investment will double
SCA Östrand’s capacity for production of
sulphate pulp.

8 SUB-PROJECTS
The eight different sub-projects comprise a
new wood room, where the wood is debarked
and chipped, a new evaporator, a new dryer
with two new baling lines, an expanded water
treatment plant, and a large new fibre line.

WORLD’S LARGEST
The new fibre line will be the world’s
largest exclusively for softwood.

2,000 PEOPLE
At most, approximately 1,500-2,000 people
will be working on the site at the same time,
compared to the normal 300.

FULL CAPACITY IN 2020
The mill will be run up in stages, from the
start of production in mid-2018 until it
reaches full capacity in 2020.

700 NEW JOBS
- The increased amount of raw materials
will create between 500 and 600 new jobs
in forestry and timber transportation.
- The increased handling of finished products
will create about 120 jobs.
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The clouds are clearing
for the RoRo market
The way the shipping industry is developing was on the agenda when Christopher Pålsson, Managing
Director of maritime-insight, Lloyd’s List Intelligence, took the stage. Looking to the future he pointed out
opportunities and challenges in the Baltic region, and a joker in the pack also emerged.
“There are several significant global
trends that will have a substantial impact
on the shipping industry of the future.
In this respect, it is worth emphasising
how the clouds that earlier appeared to
seriously threaten the Ro-Ro market have
begun to disperse. This may very well
lead new, financially strong players to
enter and stir the market up. When and
if this will happen is totally impossible
to predict. But if conditions change, new
financially focused players tend to enter
the scene. The challenge is to contribute
a more modern design to the fleet is what
trend analysis Christopher Pålsson
believes.

“The future will force the shipping industry to rethink. Shipping companies
will have to find new ways to do business and the trend strongly indicates
that the economic pressure on all of them will continue,” says Christopher
Pålsson, Managing Director of maritime-insight, Lloyd´s List Intelligence.

Continued economic pressure
on many shipowners
The future will force the industry to
rethink and find new ways to do business.
The trend strongly indicates that the
economic pressure under which many
shipowners find themselves will continue.
“I can’t see any sign of this letting up
in the immediate future. They’ll have to
find other ways to make money instead.
This is what the market looks like today
and these are the new norms. To be able
to continue under the new conditions,
they’ll need to find the right structure for
their business,” Christopher Pålsson says.
As competition between shipping
companies intensifies, transport costs

come under pressure and more
transportation customers appear.
“But when more and more companies
find themselves in the risk zone, this may
also cause disturbances in the logistics
system with deficiencies in delivery
reliability as a result.”
World trade points towards
China and India
He looks instead to the east.
“This is where a lot of the market
growth is taking place, driven by China
that has seen a totally different growth
to any other country. Together with India

for example steel and iron. And investment is intense. Construction is breaking
all records, which is opening the door to
new players in the market looking for
growth. Opportunities are endless.
The unpredictable joker appears
“With Putin at the helm, it is largely
Russia that will decide whether future
container volumes in the Baltic region
will grow or decline. How the relationship
develops will affect the development of
world trade to an extremely high degree,
but it’s difficult to predict Putin’s next
move,” Christopher Pålsson rounds off,

“With Putin at the helm, it is largely Russia that
will decide whether future container volumes in the
Baltic region will grow or decline”
and the rest of Asia, China today accounts
for 48% of world trade. The fact that one
third of the world’s container traffic is
handled in Chinese ports is a clear
indication of the region’s importance,
says Christopher Pålsson.
“As China’s middle class continued to
grow substantially in number, 25 million
new cars were sold in the country last
year. This in turn leads to more imports of

referring to the Russian president as
an apparent joker in the pack.
“I’m basically optimistic. Whatever
happens, money always wins in the end.
Even if it will be difficult to maintain their
positions and relations between them
continue to be shaky, most of the trade
will continue as usual. It might not
flourish, but I don’t believe for one minute
that trade will cease.”

Text: Jennie Zetterkvist. Photo: Linda Snell.
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Ten months to
shape the future
The strongest world market in history awaits just around the corner.
At the same time, a politically complex phase edged with fear is
going on that threatens to bring successes to a halt.
“Don’t miss the developments that take place over the next ten
months. They will shape our world and our business opportunities,”
says Fredrik Reinfeldt, former Prime Minister of Sweden and guest
speaker at Baltic Shipping Days.

Fredrik Reinfeldt began his talk with the
economic and geopolitical development in
the Baltic Sea region. He emphasised both
the seriousness and the positive prospects
at a time when the development of the
whole world must be taken into account
to even attempt to comment on future
trade opportunities.
“We are in a very difficult geopolitical
situation and the most complicated ten
months lie just in front of us”, he said.
Poverty in Russia is on the rise
Russia naturally plays a major role in
the Baltic Sea region. The EU’s trade
sanctions imposed after Russia’s
illegal annexation of the Crimean
Peninsula remain in place, as
does Russia’s response in the
form of an embargo on food
imports. This has led to

greater poverty among the Russian
population, at the same time as Russia’s
political might continues to grow.
“The question is whether the sanctions
should be lifted. The EU would win from
having Russia fully involved in trade, but
we cannot accept a country punishing and
threatening other countries, which lifting
the sanctions would indicate that we do,”
Fredrik Reinfeldt goes on.
Less poverty around the world
At the same time, prosperity is increasing
in other countries and as the world’s
population approaches ten billion, many
people are climbing out of poverty into
a middle-class existence.
“Something that is particularly
gratifying in the changes taking place at
the present time is the dynamism in the
spread of people with an improved financial

situation. This is a fantastic development
that is creating the business opportunities
of tomorrow,” Fredrik Reinfeldt continues.
Less poverty is leading to increased
urbanisation, which is creating new
challenges and needs around the towns
and cities.
“The increase in demand for goods
and services is opening a growing market
that can be extremely strong, ” Fredrik
Reinfeldt says.
Closed borders stop development
But there is a risk that development
towards greater fear of the alien, closed
borders and broken cooperation
agreements will hinder trade. The outcome
of the presidential election in the USA will
have an impact on the situation for both
Russia and the rest of the world.
While at the same time the as yet unclear
consequences of Brexit will become known
and felt. A presidential election in France
and parliamentary elections in Germany
also await, in which xenophobic forces will
play a major part and also probably make
great advances.
“In the USA we have seen a presidential
candidate who makes non-Americans out
to be a threat and wants to close the
country’s borders. The same exclusionary
reasoning lies behind the Brexit decision
and in France we are witnessing an

anti-immigration campaign of unparalleled
harshness. We stand at the threshold of the
best age in history but with this view
development of the world is coming to
a standstill, Fredrik Reinfeldt goes on.
Immigration Sweden’s salvation
Fear of immigration and what people
perceive as non-native is also widespread in
Sweden, Fredrik Reinfeldt observes when

that’s the reason the population has grown.
There are more people in work and
suddenly the gains come for prosperity.”
“Don’t be afraid!”
His message is therefore to not be afraid.
A growing population has proven to bring
growing opportunities that should lay the
foundation for greater optimism both at
home and abroad.

“Each of us has to stand up for the open
society that we take for granted.”
he speaks in different contexts. But the
realisation that immigration is the only
way for Sweden’s population to grow
usually dampens any fear of the unknown.
“Sweden is in many ways a country that
has been built by generations of influxes of
people from other countries that we have
with time come to include in the concept of
“we”. If we had closed our borders in 1990
and had the same strict immigration laws
as today, there would have been 8.1 million
of us instead of the ten million that we are
about to pass.
We have been more open and more
inclusive than many other countries and

“When we talk about change, it often
sounds like one long series of dark events.
But it’s not true that everything needs to
get worse. On the other hand, it’s clear that
each of us has to stand up for the open
society that we take for granted. It might
become closed and less positive if we allow
fear of the unknown to take over, ” says
Fredrik Reinfeldt and ends:
“My fundamental view is that humanity
is moving towards the strongest
preconditions we have ever had. We have
enormous opportunities but everything
depends on being bold enough to adapt to
change. This is the reality of our times.”
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CMA CGM GROUP

The key to success
is good infrastructure

A leading worldwide shipping group; present in more than 160 countries through its network of over 600 agencies and with more
than 29,000 employees worldwide. With a young and diversified fleet of 460 vessels, the CMA CGM Group serves over 420 of the
world’s 521commercial ports. Through more than 200 shipping lines, the company operates on every one of the world’s seas.

The key to success for industrialised countries is a well-developed infrastructure, something
every region should improve to be able to increase the cost efficiency of cargo transportation.
This was the message from Till Ole Barrelet, executive at CMA CGM Group, when he spoke
about strategy and trends in Deep Sea and Short Sea container shipping.
Since several years the container
shipping industry is struggling with
the overcapacity of vessels in the market.
This overcapacity has led to record low
freight rates in 2016 and sent most
shipping lines into the red. Till Ole
Barrelet, who represents CMA CGM,
the world’s third largest container
shipping company, does not expect
any major improvement before 2018.
However, there are also some bright
spots in the future.
“Container shipping remains the
best green alternative. New technology
will enable the transportation of new
commodities and further reduces the
CO2 footprint of the supply chains.
One example for innovation is the latest
container design “Aquaviva” by CMA
CGM that allows the transport of
living lobsters in their natural habitat.
This commodity used to be transported
by air freight at a multiple of the costs
and CO2.” says Till Ole Barrelet.

and new alliances between different
shipping lines in the future. It’s hard to
remain a solo player in the global market
right now but it’s still possible in niche
markets.
The trend towards bigger vessels and
the economies of scale has not really
improved the results of the shipping lines.
In addition to the spree of new capacity,
the infrastructure in the ports cannot be
adapted as quickly as newer and bigger
vessels are being built. The main answer
to the shipping lines is a healthy balance

Difficult to remain a solo player
in the coming years
How shipping companies are to become
profitable again was a recurrent topic
throughout his talk. The major problem
remains the surplus of vessels in the
markets and these vessels will not
disappear quickly, Barrelet says.
“We´re all in the same boat. That’s
why we can expect more consolidations

Limits in the infrastructure make
you uncompetitive
The main issue when it comes to
shipping is to solve “speed versus cost”.
The solution is to open new corridors and
find new ways to be more competitive,
Barrelet continues.
“The key for us is the improvement of
the ports, as well as the infrastructure in
the different regions that we operate in.

Governments need to be ready so we can
optimize and make the forest industry
move more effectively. The railways in
Sweden could definitely do with some
more investment and make room for
improvement.”, Barrelet says.
CMA CGM Group is committed
to the Baltic region
Barrelet continues to emphasise how the
Baltic region continues to be a growing
market as regards container transport.
“There are opportunities here to match

We´re all in the same boat. That’s why we can expect
more consolidations and development of new alliances
between different shipping lines in the future
between supply of vessels and the demand
of space for the cargo. Shipping remains the
sole green alternative for global logistics.

imports and exports and find the right
corridors. We don’t operate any large
vessels in the region today but there is
a strategy to grow in both Finland and
northern Sweden.
The key is to work on getting
containers in the right place. To have the
possibility to import for example clothes,
and return with paper products. We’re
looking forward to working with SCA,
intensifying our partnership and building
a stronger business together,” Till Ole
Barrelet rounds off his talk.

“Our strategy is to increase our shipping in both Finland and
north of Sweden. We’re looking forward to working with
SCA, intensifying our partnership and building a stronger
business together,” Till Ole Barrelet says in conclusion.

Text: Jennie Zetterkvist. Photo: Linda Snell.
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Future possibilities
for the forest industry
Innovation and digitalisation are opening up opportunities for a paper industry in the throes of major
change. The possibilities are many for those who dare to think in new, smart ways, Oskar Lingqvist,
Leader of McKinsey’s Global Paper & Forest Products Practice told his audience at Baltic Shipping Days.
“Development looks very different in
different segments. The traditional paper
industry with printing paper and newsprint
is experiencing extremely tough times with
a steady decline of 5% a year, which not
many other industries have. Packaging and
tissue are on the other hand growing with
the increase in urbanisation as previously
poor populations step up into the middle
class,” he says.

in its processes all the way, this can
bring enormous advantages and lead
to total cost improvements of as much
as 10%,” Oskar Lingqvist continues.
“Innovation, innovation, innovation”
By means of smart collaborations with
players who work with digital solutions
aimed at end customers and consumers,
paper producers can find really exciting

“The winner will be the one who dares to go
a little further with their innovations”.

The paper market is changing and a great many new opportunities await producers who dare to adopt new ideas. By means of
smart collaborations with players who work with digital solutions aimed at end customers and consumers, paper producers can
find really exciting innovations,” says Oskar Lingqvist, Leader of McKinsey’s Global Paper & Forest Products Practice.

Opportunities
Even though digitalisation has led to a
substantial decline in demand for newsprint
and printing paper it is nonetheless for the
most part consumers’ new computer habits
that will lie behind new opportunities for
the industry. Increasing Internet commerce
requires large amounts of packaging
material and the demand for information,
for example about the origin of the contents
of the packaging, is driving the development
of smart packaging.
Digitalisation also makes the production
process itself more efficient through for
example applications for advanced planning
from tree-felling to finished paper product
and analytical tools that pave the way
for optimum, need-based maintenance.
“The potential is so great that
digitalisation may very well revolutionise
existing production and the value chain
for pulp-based products. We have seen
that if a mill adopts the digital tools

innovations, he feels. In his talk at Baltic
Shipping Days, he strongly emphasised
the fact that it is how well new ideas are
executed that will determine who succeeds
best in the paper market.
“Innovation is continuous in packaging
and tissue. But the winner will be the
one who dares to go a little further with
their innovations. It might be a question
of new products that make better use
of those parts of the raw materials
that are not utilised properly today, for
example hemicellulose- and sugar-based
products. Or innovations more closely
related to present producers, perhaps
in the form of truly creative packaging
solutions or new materials,” he says.
Prepared for risks
The challenge lies mainly in the fact that
innovation involves taking risks, at the
same time as the industry is known for its
conservative attitude and does not invest in

new collaborations as willingly as
in a more traditional capacity increase,
for example.
“There is not a single industry where
innovation is not linked to a series of
more or less successful launches and
a great many failures. So we need to
be ready to face them. I believe that
companies that are conservative in a
smart way but not too conservative in
all ways will have certain advantages,”
Oskar Lingqvist says and goes on:
“SCA is a player that I feel is trying
to drive innovation. They have also,
on the other hand, taken an active
decision connected to parts of its paper
product range that will not be the longterm products of the future. The steps
they have taken so far obviously hold
no guarantee of success, but they are
two important prerequisites to have
any possibility of being successful.
The prerequisites exist
Judging from developments over the last
three years alone, the balance between
opportunities and threats in the paper
market seems to have improved.
“This does not mean that the threats
have been eliminated but it will be
interesting to see how individual payers
manage to navigate around them and
develop the opportunities. This might
sound a little parochial but I am convinced
that many of our Scandinavian mills
have the right prerequisites to do this
successfully. But it will take active
decisions and probably more risktaking to meet the future successfully,”
says Oskar Lingqvist in conclusion.

Text: Linn Madsen. Photo: Iggesund Paperboard, Rolf Andersson, Bildbolaget.
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“Time to think
outside the box”
A paper industry in crisis demands answers. Or is it the packaging in itself that holds the solution?
That was what Arvid Sundblad, Vice President Sales & Marketing at Iggesund Paperboard asked
his audience when he spoke about the future prospects forpackaging and paperboard.

“We stand at the threshold of an exciting
transformation of the forest industry.
And it is the consumers’ buying patterns
that are driving the changes forward. Smaller order sizes and shorter lead-times, since
customers no longer want to hold stocks,
are clear indications of this.

”We have to integrate more in and around packaging.
We have to show the opportunities the packaging offers.”.

And digital innovation is causing it all.
“It is redefining the industry,” Arvid
Sundblad told his audience as he began
his talk.
The packaging in itself opens
up for interaction
Arvid Sundblad believes the solution lies in
strong innovation, a focus on e-commerce
and the packaging’s importance in direct
communication with the customer.
Here companies need to be innovative.

Customer Packaging for Taittinger Champagne, using the
paperboard brand Incada from Iggesund Paperboard

“The question we are asking ourselves is
how to meet our customers in the future.
The possibilities are endless. Just look at
Amazon in the USA. They deliver your
goods straight to your door. But what is
stopping them from delivering even further?
Right into people’s homes. The future

of consumer packaging is not threatened
by e-commerce. On the contrary, it just
continues to grow and we must develop
with it. We have to integrate more in and
around packaging. We have to show the
opportunities the packaging offers.”
Focusing on the customer is the
key to the future
“Development must be on the customer’s
terms,” says Sundblad. Producers who are
not prepared to change will lose in the long

“I strongly believe that we have to rejuvenate the industry and those who work in it. We need to bring
in creative ideas and innovative thinking that will take us forward. We have to change course,” says
Arvid Sundblad, Vice President Sales & Marketing at Iggesund Paperboard.

IGGESUND
PAPERBOARD
Since 1988 Iggesund Paperboard has been
part of the Holmen forest industry group, which
owns more than 1.3 million hectares of forest
in Sweden. The company produces two of the
world’s leading paperboard brands: Invercote
and Incada. They are preferred by some of the
most demanding brand owners on earth for
their durability and design versatility.

run. The otherwise conservative culture in
the industry must undergo a transformation
to create profitable business in the future.
“We talk about OTIFC, meaning On
time in full costumer. Because it’s not of
any interest when the goods leave the
factory; what is of interest us when the
customer receives the delivery. The general
picture we paint of our industry is always
based on the factory,
its assets and the logistics surrounding it.
But the question is how the customers
see us. That’s where we find the answers.”
Creative ideas and innovative thinking
There are fears for the future of the Nordic
forest industry. “When the industry uses
the same consultants, there is a risk of
uniformity”, Arvid Sundblad says. And
that in turn means a risk of over-supply
in the market.
“We’re all running in the same direction.
This entails great danger as regards
development, because everyone is listening
to the same advice. No one dares to think
outside the box, outside the profitable parts.
We risk investing too heavily in a certain
segment and we’re putting too much of our
capacity into a market that risks becoming
saturated. We need to adopt a long-term
approach based on the customer’s needs.
New ideas and innovative thinking are the
solution. Not until then do I believe that we
can change course. The Swedish forest
industry most certainly has a future,” says
Arvid Sundblad.
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Recovery for RoRo
“The Baltic Sea was made for RoRo!”
Martin Kärrhage, Business Development Manager at TransProCon/SOL, made his
audience laugh with this bold assertion during this year’s Baltic Shipping Days’
last talk. But his conclusions about RoRo’s future had a more serious side.
Martin Kärrhage has more than 15 years’
experience as a ship broker, specialising in
RoRo, RoPax and ferries, and works today
at TransProCon, a subsidiary of Swedish
Orient Line.
At present he sees a bright future for
RoRo in the Baltic Sea region and spoke
about a recovery in the RoRo market after
the financial crisis.
“The RoRo market has seen a
substantial recovery. Low bunker prices
are a significant factor and we were in a

like Sweden, Poland, Germany and the UK.
But changes also await for RoRo. Martin
Kärrhage looks ahead to 2019 and a once
again growing fleet. Estimates indicate that
total RoRo capacity will increase by more
then 67 lane metres, or 8%, based on
today’s orders for RoRo vesselss. Existing
RoRo vessels are also being lengthened
and some RoPax vessels are on order.
“I’m a little afraid that too much
tonnage is being built and a little too
quickly. The total increase in lane metre

”The RoRo market has seen
a substantial recovery”.
fortunate position where the price of oil
fell when SECA came into effect. The new
SECA directives have affected RoRo but
not at all to the extent many people had
feared,” he says.

Is the Baltic Sea really made for RoRo, Martin Kärrhage?
“I’m not sure that’s entirely true. But it’s the perfect inland sea for RoRo and
some economies in the region have nonetheless done very well, even if some
others are experiencing difficult times at the moment.”

Changes await
An analysis shows that the balance between
supply and demand appears to be good and
time charter rates are beginning to
approach the same levels as in 2007/2008
before the financial crisis. The total fleet is
smaller as regards both number of vessels
and number of lane metres, at the same
time as economic development has been
fairly positive in important RoRo countries

capacity may be too great and lead to an
overcapacity that will disturb the balance
we have today.”
Unpredictable factors
However, he leaves the possibility open
for other factors contributing to fill cargo
holds in competition with container
vessels. A positive scenario from a RoRo
point of view would be if more European
players were to relocate their production
from the Far East to Europe.
“I think RoRo would benefit greatly
from that. Otherwise, freight will almost
exclusively be loaded into containers and
therefore shipped on in containers. But if

all production is relocated to Europe, I’m
convinced that truck and trailer is in many
respects totally superior on shorter runs.”
Make conditions better
To make conditions better as competition is
expected to become tougher in RoRo,
Martin Kärrhage suggests companies focus
totally on their own business.
“There’s not a lot that can be done to
impact the entire market. But individual
players must understandably continue to
make their product more efficient and tie
in their customers as closely as possible.
It would also be desirable to try to
achieve a better balance between exports
from and imports to northern Sweden and
northern Finland.
“It’s quite natural for a great deal of
freight to be transported out, but not a lot
comes the other way. It’s difficult, however,
to see what can be done about it,” says
Martin Kärrhage.

THIS IS ROPAX
RoPax vessels combine the capacity
of RoRo vessels with the comfort
of passenger vessels. The name is
a shortened form of roll-on/roll-off
passenger vessel.
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The gates are officially
open to a new hub
The inauguration of Kiel’s new forest products handling and distribution centre took place
by the warehouses in Ostuferhafen on November 11th. Customers, partners, officials and
Port of Kiel´s own handling company all participated in the opening of the new SCA Logistics
hub in Germany.
SCA and Iggesund Paperboard AB
(Holmen Group) will use the new forest
products and logistics centre to handle
and store 850,000 tons of their high-value
paper products, which will be distributed
throughout central and eastern European
markets. Dr Dirk Claus, Managing
Director of the Port of Kiel, says:
”We have created a terminal that4
is tailor-made to the requirements of
our customers. In addition to that,
Kiel’s geographical location fits very
well into the SCA logistics network.
The paper products business adds a
further pillar of support to Kiel’s port
activities. Along with the substantial
future-oriented investment made in
the terminal facilities, the extension
of our company’s logistics competence
has been of decisive importance.”.
Opens up for more
north-bound volumes
The new SCA terminal was built on a site
of more than 16 hectares in the northern
part of the Ostuferhafen. A total of 25
million Euros were invested and 80 new
jobs created, 60 of them in the Port of
Kiel´s own handling company.
”As far as SCA is concerned, we have
found an incredibly good partner in
Port of Kiel. We feel extremely happy

and really appreciate how they have
constructed the terminal. Now the goal
is for Kiel to become a hub that will
open up for more north-bound cargo to
Malmö, Umeå, Sundsvall and Iggesund
where rolling freight, industry products

store loaded cassettes and was erected to
give direct access to the vessels’ berth and
offers maximum weather protection during
loading and unloading. This means a total
of more than 50,000 m² of warehouse
space at the new SCA terminal.

”Now the goal for Kiel is to become a hub that will
open up for more north-bound cargo”.
and project loads dominate. Proximity
to the Kiel Canal and our customers
on the continent makes it strategically
easier for us to grow. North-bound cargo
is an important part of the strategy”,
says Rolf Johannesson, Executive Vice
President SCA Sourcing and Logistics.
50,000 m² of warehouse
space available
The forest products centre comprises three
main warehouses, used mainly for storage
of paper products. The two smaller ones
are used by SCA, and Iggesund uses the
bigger one. With a floor area of 18,000
m², the latter is also one of the biggest
warehouses in the whole of Kiel. Also
new is the 7,000 m² shed, which is used to

The new SCA terminal seen from the air. The forest products centre comprises
three main warehouses that are used for storage of paper products and offices.

”It is tailored exactly to the
requirements of the customer and is
expected to become a central distribution
terminal for SCA and Iggesund in
Europe”, says Jörn Grage, MD at
SCA Logistics GmbH in Germany.
Important new step for
the future of SCA
Large volumes of paper products were
handled in the Ostuferhafen and in the
Nordhafen already in the 1980s and 1990s,
so the inauguration of SCA’s new terminal
marks the return of paper to the Kiel Fiord.
”Paper is a fascinating Scandinavian
product, which is ever-present in our
daily lives. It’s a product that quite
simply belongs in a facility like the

Ostuferhafen”, Dr Dirk Claus adds.
After the completion of the initial
start-up phase, the SCA cargo vessels
“Obbola”, “Ortviken” and “Östrand”
have been arriving from Sundsvall every
Monday and Saturday in rotation since
the beginning of October to unload up to
165 cassettes of forest industry products.
”The inauguration of the SCA terminal
has completed an important new step
in the development of our logistic
future”, Rolf Johannesson rounds off.

From left: Dr Ulf Kämpfer, Lord Mayor of the City of Kiel, Dr Dirk Claus, MD Port of Kiel,
Jörn Grage, MD SCA Logistics GmbH, Germany, Christina Törnquist, Director Logistics Iggesund
Paperboard, and Magnus Svensson, President SCA Sourcing and Logistics AB, Sweden.
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50 years
in business
and ready
for the future
SCA Logistics Rotterdam is expanding and preparing for 33
new years at Europe’s biggest port. The terminal and Port of
Rotterdam have agreed a new contract that extends until 2049.
“This long-term agreement also shows our commitment to
our customers. We are in the business for the long run,”
says Terminal Manager Roelf Buist.
SCA Logistics is one of the oldest terminal
operators in the port of Rotterdam. The
terminal was built in 1967, one year after
the opening of the port, on the basis of a
50-year agreement.
Optimal for customers
Over the years SCA Logistics Rotterdam
has gradually expanded its terminal
activities with the support of Port of
Rotterdam. The new agreement also
includes an expansion of the current
area with another three hectares and
208 metres of quay wall.
“Now we will make this a success!
The expansion allows our customers to
optimize their existing supply chain and
make optimal use of both breakbulk and
containerized possibilities,” says Terminal
Manager Roelf Buist.
Enables further growth
Port of Rotterdam is the first and biggest
European container port, central for the
rest of the world and extremely important
for SCA Logistics because of the
connections available for both deep sea
and short sea destinations.
“The hinterland connections from
Rotterdam are perfect and really ahead of

the competition,” Roelf Buist points out.
With the new agreement, SCA Logistics
now has an area of 23 hectares with 720
metres of quay and a 160-metre RoRo
berth. Officially, the contract starts to
run on January 1.
“The additional berth and yard give
us the possibility to handle our increased
container traffic. It will make our current
container operations even more efficient.
We expect to be fully operational the
second quarter of 2017,” Roelf Buist
continues.
Great future opportunities
Future increases in volume are connected
to both SCA Östrand’s increased pulp
production (read more on page 6) and
a general increase in containerization.
“We have been looking for ways to
expand for a long time. The new terminal
area is a perfect fit for our existing facility
and creates a complete terminal for the
needs we have. With this agreement and
the expansion, we have created great
opportunities for the future, says Rolf
Johannesson, Executive Vice President
Sourcing and Logistics at SCA Logistics.

Magnus Svensson, President SCA
Sourcing and Logistics, cuts the
ribbon to celebrate the new long-term
agreement, including an important
expansion, with Port of Rotterdam.
”When we started operations in
1967 this area was farmland. Now
it’s probably the strongest short sea
hub in Europe. This extension allows
further growth and increasing volumes
of breakbulk and containerized
goods”, Magnus Svensson says.

SCA LOGISTICS ROTTERDAM
SCA Logistics Rotterdam handles about one million tonnes of goods in breakbulk annually, plus
approximately 70,000 TEU containers. The terminal has 75,000 m² of storage capacity and employs
about 100 people. The staff not only handle SCA products. About 50% of the terminal handling is for
other customers, in particular in North America. And the ambition is to increase this.
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In December 2015, SCA Logistics in
London moved most of its stevedoring
and warehousing operations from Tilbury
in Essex to Sheerness in Kent as part of a
wider project to improve efficiency in the
SCA distribution network.
Moving in with colleagues
Following on from this, in June 2016,
after completing some operational obligations, the Tilbury terminal closed after

decision was taken to move in with our
colleagues in the SCA UK sales office
at Bradbourne House in East Malling,
Kent,” says Steve Harley, Managing
Director of SCA Logistics UK Ltd.
Increased efficiency
The move took place at the beginning
of October.
“Being located in the same office as
the sales team has led to more efficient and

“Being located in the same office as the sales
team has led to more efficient and closer working
between colleagues”
nearly 50 years. As part of this process,
the administration offices also had to be
moved nearer to the terminal operations
in Kent.
“Many options were considered for
a new office location but ultimately the

”Being located in the same office as the sales team has led to more
efficient and closer working between colleagues”, says Steve Harley,
Managing Director of SCA Logistics UK Ltd.

Unexpected
visit in the Kiel
fiord
Port of Kiel was paid a visit by a dolphin
during the autumn. It was unexpected
because dolphins are extremely rare in
the Baltic and particularly at this time of
year. One of the terminal staff managed
to get a few pictures of the visitor when it
appeared one morning at SCA Logistics’
terminal. Jörn Grage, Managing Director of
SCA Logistics GmbH in Germany, told us:
“It was fun to see a dolphin here!
But it went on to new adventures after
four to five weeks. It probably made a
navigational error on its way to the North
Sea and ended up in the southern Baltic
by mistake. We hope it finds its way back
to the right route.”

closer working between colleagues and
has also improved team spirit. In addition,
Bradbourne House and the grounds that
it stands in provide a fantastic working
environment, whilst being close to our
terminal,” Steve Harley goes on.

A HOUSE WITH A
GRAND HISTORY
Bradbourne House is a Grade 1 listed
building set in 20 acres of well-maintained
parkland. Originally the site of a Tudor house
built in the early 15th century, the house
was significantly extended and reworked
between 1712 and 1715 to become the
house that stands today. Purchased in
1656 by Sir Thomas Twisden, the house

Text: Linn Madsen. Photo: SCA.

SCA Logistics UK has improved efficiency by moving to a new
terminal in Sheerness. Now the administration offices have also
followed and moved in with sales colleagues at historical
Bradbourne House, close to the new terminal.

remained in family ownership until it was sold
to The East Malling Trust for Horticultural
Research in 1938. Today, parts of the house
and outbuildings have been developed into
offices, with the renovated ground floor
rooms of the main house being used for
weddings, conferences, business meetings
and corporate entertainment.

A FEW FACTS
ABOUT SWEDEN’S
FORESTS
–

Of Sweden’s total land area
69% is forest.

–

23 million hectares of the total area
covered by forest is counted as
productive forestland.

–

The total growth of Sweden’s productive
forest is approximately 120 million
cubic metre standing volume. 85 million
cubic metres standing volume are felled
every year to be turned into pulp, paper,
sawn timber products, boards, planks
and energy.

Source: Skogssverige.se.

Text: Steve Harley, Jennie Zetterqvist. Photo: Linda Snell.

New office in UK
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Increased delivery
reliability at northern
Europe’s most
modern sawmill
A larger and more market-oriented offering will result from the new, faster saw line at
Tunadal sawmill in Sundsvall. The replacement of the three old saw lines with a more
modern one will also give customers better dimensional accuracy, more consistent
quality and greater delivery reliability.
Some 300 guests took part in the official
opening on 17 November in Sundsvall.
SCA Forest Products President Ulf
Larsson emphasised the importance of
the investment.
“Step by step we’ve invested a total of
1.3 billion to make Tunadal sawmill the
internationally competitive plant it has to
be in order to be able to create the
highest possible value from our natural
forest resources and complement SCA’s
other forest industry in the region. What
we’re looking at is the flagship of our
timber product operations.”
More reliable production
with a new saw line
The new saw line replaces the sawmill’s
three older ones. In addition to the new
saw line, the investment also includes a
rebuilt green sorting and more drying
capacity. Jonas Mårtensson, President of
SCA Timber, went on to talk about how
the investment is a conscious long-term
undertaking that will bolster both the
company’s profitability and the product’s
quality.
“In order for us to be an attractive
supplier, we need our profitability to be

both steady and strong. Now we have the
capacity to increase our volumes to
540,000 cubic metres of sawn timber
products of spruce a year from today’s
450,000 cubic metres. A more modern
plant will give the mill better possibilities
to make the best use possible of every
single log. We will be sawing with greater

Ulf Larsson, President of SCA Forest Products, and County
Governor Gunnar Holmgren officially opened the new saw
line at Tunadal sawmill.

Jonas Mårtensson, President of SCA Timber,
began the morning’s SCA Timber Outlook by
speaking about SCA Timber’s vision and strategy.

safeguard the unique value chain, all the
way from planting to the product’s
arrival at the customer’s location. SCA
carries on a sustainable, efficient forestry
enterprise with efficient, well-invested
industries. In combination with wellfunctioning logistics out to the customer,
this will strengthen the company and

We´re all in the same boat. That’s why we can expect
more consolidations and development of new alliances
between different shipping lines in the future
precision and better optimisation, which
will give us more timber products from
each log. With only one saw line it will
also be easier to plan production, in turn
leading to more reliable deliveries to our
customers, SCA Timber President Jonas
Mårtensson goes on.
Sustainability is the watchword
for the future
“As Europe’s biggest private forest-owner
SCA has a great responsibility,” says
Jonas Mårtensson. A responsibility to

make it competitive.
“Proximity to the port is an important
part of getting the increased volumes out,
which in turn supports the terminal’s
development. Every part of the chain
interacts to enable us to make the most of
and get the best from our raw material.
Better technology gives us more stable
dimensions and we can optimise and
maximise every log. The product
becomes more sustainable because we
can use every single part of it,” says
Jonas Mårtensson.

To begin the inauguration, the invited guests
were given guided tours of the new saw line.

Katarina Levin, Sawmill Manager at Tunadal sawmill, thanked all the guests who had
come to celebrate the new saw line and the successful project with us.

Local collaboration gives a more
energy-efficient solution
The newly built plant is both costeffective and energy-efficient. The plant
uses cooling water from the sea and heat
recovery and energy for the drying
process comes from the collaboration
between Ortviken paper mill and

Sundsvall municipality’s energy system in
an energy-efficient solution. The new saw
line was started up in May, then finetuned, and now operates at full capacity.
“It feels good to finally be able to
celebrate our new saw line and our
successful project. With the new saw line
we now have a sawmill that strengthens

SCA Timber and ensures that we can face
the challenges that the future holds. It is
also very safe, which contributes to a
good work environment for all our
employees. It’s a great feeling all round,”
Katarina Levin, Sawmill Manager at
Tunadal, rounds off.
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INCOTERMS® PART FIVE

Incoterms – a guide
to international trade
®

The Incoterms® rules consist of terms used in international trade that define how freight
transportation costs and responsibilities are to be distributed between buyers and sellers.
It is not always easy to understand what a combination of letters means, so let us conclude
our exploration of the Incoterms® 2010 by having a look at the D-terms.

We have now reached the end of our
exploration of Incoterms 2010. In the last
issue we looked at the sometimes confusing
C-terms, with the main carriage paid by
the seller. This time we investigate the
D-terms, which are a little more
straightforward. Some things, however,
still need to be given some extra thought
before signing a contract of sale.

INCOTERMS®
Incoterms® are the ICC´s (International
Chamber of Commerce) rules for
interpreting terms used in international
and national trade. A sales contract is
required to interpret Incoterms®.
More details regarding THC etc. can
also be specified in the sales contract.

SELLER EXW

CPT
CIP
FCA

simplifications in Incoterms 2010, and this
makes it easier to choose the term to use.
The three terms are Delivered at
Terminal (DAT), Delivered at Place (DAP),
and Delivered duty paid (DDP).

seller’s account and risk under DAP.
Note that unloading from the final means
of transport is on the buyer’s account and
risk as delivery is defined as when the
goods are placed at the buyer’s disposal
on the arriving means of transport at the
named place. It is important that the point
within the agreed place of destination is
specified as clearly as possible.
DDP
Delivered duty paid, DDP, means exactly
what the term says. The seller bears all
risk and costs for delivery to the final
destination and also pays any import and

D as in Destination
The memory rule for the D-terms is D as
in Destination. The essential basis of the
D-terms is that they extend the seller’s
delivery obligations to the country of
destination. The risk also follows to the
point of delivery and this makes things
easier than with the C-terms, where we
have two points to consider and in both
the F- and the C-terms delivery takes
place in the country of departure. The
D-terms can be used for all modes of
transport.

DAT
DAT means that the seller bears all risk
and costs for transport to the terminal at
the named port or place of destination,
including export fees, carriage, insurance,
and destination port charges. Delivery
takes place when the goods are unloaded
and placed at the disposal of the buyer at
the named terminal. The definition of
terminal is quite wide and it can be any
place, covered or not, such as a quay,
warehouse, container yard or road, rail
or air cargo terminal. The buyer pays any
import duties, taxes and customs costs
and also covers the cost of transporting
the goods from the terminal to the
final destination.

customs duties. The buyer only needs to
unload the goods from the means of
transportation at the final destination.
This is thus the complete opposite of Ex
works (EXW), where the buyer bears all
risk and costs.

Three terms replace the earlier five
There used to be five D-terms but now
there are only three, an effect of the

DAP
DAP is the same as DAT except that final
transport to the named place is on the

Critical points concerning D-terms
So what do we need to give extra thought
to with the D-terms?

FAS

CFR
CIF
FOB

For a seller, DDP can be dangerous ground
if the seller does not know exactly what
costs and obligations he is committing to
with DDP. The reason why sellers need to
exercise extreme caution when considering
DDP is that the calculation of overseas
customs charges, duties and taxes can be
difficult to quantify. If something is
overlooked here, unexpected costs can
quickly turn a profit into a loss. Add to
this the fact that delays overseas will be
at the seller’s expense and risk.
Another thing to remember about the
DDP is failure to deliver under the contract
of sale. As risk of loss or damage is borne

”The memory rule for the D-terms is D as in Destination”.
by the seller to the named point in the
destination country, it is wise to consider
adequate force majeure or relief clauses in
the contract of sale to protect oneself
against this kind of breach of contract.
DDP, DAP and insurance
DDP and DAP can also cause unexpected
problems with insurance cover as the
country of destination may have laws that

DAT

Let Henrik Fälldin, Risk and Sales Manager
at SCA Logistics, guide you through the
Incoterms® rules.

demands a local insurance policy. If this is
overlooked and the seller’s normal
insurance does not give any cover, the
seller may find himself in expensive
trouble. The seller has no obligation to the
buyer to take out insurance, but since the
seller bears the risk it is wise to make sure
that cover exists.
Under all D-terms the seller needs to
understand where the specific point of
delivery is and how to reach it without any
problem. This is to avoid extra costs or
delivery delays. The seller must be sure that
the quoted rate covers all responsibilities
under the term used.

DAP
DDP

BUYER

Text: : Maria Åman, Rolf Johannesson.

The government is
sinking maritime trade.

SCA Logistics
strengthens its safety culture

The Swedish government’s budget bill for 2017 contains an investment in the railways
of almost nine billion SEK. The state has financed ice-breaking with SEK 300 million a year
for the past three years. Shipping’s resources are now to be limited in the new budget and
ice-breaking will be paid for via fairway charges.
Except for the past three years, shipping
has paid for its ice-breaking through
fairway charges. The government is now
once again considering introducing charges
to finance ice-breaking while snow and ice
clearing on the roads and railways has
always been financed by the state. This
leads to different competition conditions
for the different modes of transport and
before this year’s budget bill there had been
hopes that ice-breaking would continue to
be state-financed. Unfortunately, this
does not appear to be the case.
Weakens competitiveness.
Ice-braking will in future be financed by
the industry and it has also been

proposed the fairway to be further
considerably increased.
“Most people are agreed on shipping’s
importance and its potential to take greater
responsibility for the transportation effort
by relieving pressure on land

transportation customers in the north
of Sweden were to abandon shipping
and transfer their freight to road and rail,
this would lead to enormous blockages
in southern Sweden’s infrastructure.
The budget the government is now

“The budget the government is now putting forward will make
it more difficult for shipping to be a competitive alternative”.
transportation,” says Rolf Johannesson,
VP of SCA Logistics AB.
“Now the policy instruments are
working in the opposite direction. If the

putting forward will make it more
difficult for shipping to continue
to be a competitive alternative,”
Rolf Johannesson goes on.

Text: : Maria Åman.

The Swedish Maritime Administration
to increase fairway charges.
The Swedish Maritime Administration has been studying possibilities to raise fairway charges
and change the charging structure, which has led to strong protests within the industry.
Proposed new regulations were circulated for comment in October and while waiting for a
decision on the new structure, fairway charges will be increased by 8% as of 1 January 2017.
In conjunction with the government’s
budget bill for 2017, it also became clear
that the temporary allocations that the
Swedish Maritime Administration
received between 2014 and 2016 are to
be abolished and that the administration
needs to raise the fairway charges to
ensure operations that can be sustained
in the long term.

New charging model being developed.
The Swedish Maritime Administration’s
proposal for a new charging model and
possible increase in fairway charges have
been under discussion for some time. The
model has met with strong resistance
from the shipping industry and among
customers. In some cases the proposed
model could lead to a charge increase of

up to 50% depending on the new
structure. It has therefore been decided
that the fairway charges in the existing
charging model will be increased and
then index-adjusted annually until a new
charging model has been found.

SCA Logistics in Sundsvall has been holding safety drills. In conjunction with SCA’s Global Safety
Week, the safety culture at the terminal was strengthened, among other things by practising how
to lift a stretcher.
“Everyone wants to work at a safe workplace and a focus week contributes to an even stronger
safety culture,” says Leif Winsten, who is responsible for safety work at SCA Logistics Sundsvall.
SCA’s Global Safety Week took place in
September, this year’s theme being “Friends
at work”. SCA Logistics Sundsvall’s
personnel among other things practised
lifting stretchers in order to be able to come
to people’s assistance in ships’ cargo holds.
“I’ve been working here since
1985 and I’ve only ever needed to
lift a stretcher once or twice. But we

“It increases people’s
awareness even more
and shows our employees
that SCA really takes
safety seriously”.
naturally want to know the best way
to handle our stretchers to be able to
help save lives,” Leif Winsten goes on.
Vital activities
The training was in the capable
hands of the Emergency Services.
“With equipment and the requisite
skills at hand, we can prepare ourselves
for emergencies in the best way
possible,” Leif Winsten tells us.
SCA’s Global Safety Week also
included other vital activities at
Sundsvall. For example, a total of
24 people received training in CPR
and a further group of six had a
full day of training in First Aid
and how to use a defibrillator.

Greater awareness
A conscious safety approach permeates
day-to-day work at the terminal but Leif
Winsten nonetheless sees great advantages
with having a focus week for safety issues.
“It increases people’s awareness even
more and shows our employees that
SCA really takes safety seriously. I can
see that our people appreciate this a
lot and the ones who work operatively
really do a good job as regards safety.”

The Emergency Services trained SCA Logistics’
personnel at the Sundsvall terminal in how to lift a
stretcher, one of many vital training activities that
took place during SCA’s Global Safety Week.

Text: Jennie Zetterkvist. Photo: SCA.
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Season’s
Greetings

TAKE OFF FOR A CONTINUED JOURNEY
We are heading for new exciting and prosperous destinations.
In 2017 we will refine our network, develop our services and keep
looking for new opportunities. Join us on the journey.

SCA Logistics
WE SHARPEN YOUR COMPETITIVE EDGE.

info.logistics@sca.com

www.scalogistics.se

